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Introduction
Lateral View
Dorsal View
Why fruit flies:
• Model organism
• 75% known human 
diseases have a 
recognizable match in 
the genome of flies
• 50% of fly protein 
sequences have 
mammalian homologs
• Guides our 
understanding of:
• Cancer
• Heart disease
• Malformations
• Disorders
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Cell Death Pathway
• Drosophila genes 
are shown in black, 
mammalian 
homologues are 
shown in red
• We are examining 
embryos lacking 
all maternal 
contributions of 
cell death
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Methods
Lacking maternal cell death 
protein
Receives maternal cell 
death proteins
Maternal Fly Mother’s Eggs
Hypothesis: maternally supplied apoptosis 
regulators are mediating germ cell death
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Anticipated Outcomes
Supports 
hypothesis
Rejects 
hypothesis
Mother Eggs lack cell 
death factors
Eggs lack cell 
death factors
Father Sperm lacks 
cell death 
factor/ 
Balancer
Sperm lacks
cell death 
factor/ 
Balancer
Embryos Lacks all cell 
death factors
Cells are 
capable of 
dying
Embryo B Embryo A
B
A
Reject Hypothesis-
Wild-type
Supports Hypothesis-
Excess germ cells
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Future Directions
• Count the number of germ in the embryos collected 
from the final cross described.
• Evaluate hypothesis.
• Live imaging of cell death with markers of cell death 
if data supports the hypothesis.
• If hypothesis is not supported, determine if another 
form of cell death plays a role in the death of the 
germ cells through screens of proteins involved.
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B
A Reject Hypothesis
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